INTRODUCTION MOGUL (MGdel Gmerator with User Lead-ttuwgh)
is a package for mpid generation of simulation modeh of computer systems and computer communication networks.
It includes RECWLm (REport Generator And Lister), a ptvgram for mpid examination and display of simulation msulta using a display screea, rather than a line printer.
The tier should consult Haigh (1991) It will then highlight the use of animation in model building, model verification, and results analysiri.
MOGUL OVERVIEW
MOGUL atlow8 h modeler to take a high Ievet view of the system to be modeled, build the model fmm the top down, and add detidl as information becomt% available.
Aher the user sekwta the objects to be simulated and dawrii the activity flow in the model, MGGUL generates a eomplele simulation model in the (3PSS/H simulation language.
Objects
The mcxleler cmatea the desiwd pmeeasom, communication links, and peripheral devices in his model by selecting fmm the mpertoim of &jecx types provided. Afe$eages of higher priority arriving at a PRO statement will preempt a mewuge of lower priority currently using the refemxwe.d CPU.
To perfbrm I/O to a peripheral deviee, the statemeati IOP 3 RND 512
simulates a random -S of deviee number 3 and a tmnsf~of 512 bytes to or from main memory. Again, the CPU in which the message is resident is devant.
To send a communication message across a link:
XMT72 tnmsmits a eommunieetion message fmm the curnmt CPU aeroas link number 7 to CPU number 2.
The above examples illustrate a few of the system activity statemeat types.
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Elow control ataiemlemts. q *** ****, ***************************** ** * 1---**** ***4 **: **********+**+ : ** *+*+************+********** ! The relative importance of these uses is usually presented as the oder listed above. Those who use animation, however, (the author among them) will usually rate thcae uses in * mwrse order. Un&mtan&ng the modekzl system is by far the most important benefit.
The modeler, as well as anyone needing to grasp the worKnga of the subject system, benefits beyond measure by viewing an animation of the simulated system. Watching an animation, however, dynamic relationships among the resources and system activity become immedktely apparent and lead the modeler to experiment with the system de&gn to improve the system's performance.
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The animation layout for a MOGUL simulation model may serve as input to the model colon pmeess. This allows the modeler to eoneeive of the pietw of the system he or she wishes to observe, create it graphically using Proof Animation, then read it into MOGUL.
MCX3UL is then used to complete the model definition (assign CPU typa, cnmte ucttvi~putk, etc. To display a queue, the modeler ereauxI a queue object, places it where desired in the diagram, and gives it a name. As with system objects, the name given to it tells MOGUL which queue should be displayed. The name TQ3, for example, specifim the queue (wwr ehtdm) for thrwuf number 3.
To implement a queue display, MOGUL mates teñ~e lements, which ate stacked one above the other in the layout, with som space between tb@In. When the simdation is nm, the gwaw 8n0y el-ts am changed fiwm backgmumd cmlor (invisible) to YIWLOw aa meswges join the queue. If the queue size gets greater than ten, the color RKD is used, with each element representing ten queue entries. This allows a viewer of the animation to tell visudy how mnny objects am in the queue (up to a queue siz8 of NX)). Both Unix and DOS envinmments am supported. Model building, simulation, and animation may be performed on diffenmt computer systems, if necessary. This flexibility affbrds a solution fir almost any computing situation.
